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UPCV windows made from VEKA or GEALAN profiles benefit any
house. The timelessly classic lines and slightly rounded contours of
the profiles blend in perfectly with all architectural styles, whether
modern or traditional, newly built or renovated. And the technology
inside is a perfect match: complex multi-chamber profiles take
advantage of the insulating properties of air to fulfil the most
demanding heat retention requirements. Soyou will experience a
comfortable, balanced atmosphere whatever the weather– and
succeed in significantly reducing your heating bill.
Slightly rounded contours give the Veka and Gealan profiles its classic
look

Best thermal insulation of up to Uw = 0,8 W/m2K, depending on the
type of glazing, significantly reduces heating costs

High-quality gaskets in elegant grey or black – the twin seal gaskets
reliably keeps cold,draughts and damp at bay

Galvanised metal reinforcement in accordance with Veka and Gealan
reinforcement guidelines guarantee stability and long-lasting
functionality
5-chamber profile with 70 mm or 6-chamber profile with 90 mm from
VEKA and 6-chamber profile with 74 mm form GEALAN standard
installation depth makes optimum use of the insulating

PERFECTLINE

SWINGLINE

ALPHALINE

S8000 IQ

DOORS
Outside front doors are very important element every home.Our front
doors, which we offer have a very rich base different motifs. You can
choice our dors constructions or you can choice filling doors, which
have a lot of extra details. Adequate choice depends only yours taste
and liking.
Front doors have to fill few very important functions such as:
 safety
 aesthetic
 thermal
 acoustic
 comfort
 functionality
Our major target is this, that our products must fill to this functions as
best.

BLINDS
Blinds are the best protection before sun,noise and intruders.
In our offert we have external blinds, blinds combined with
window and blinds to built-up. To use blinds as standard is
mount belt, but we also mount special engine to operating this.
Other option is special system to administer our blinds in
house. This system can close our blinds in hours, which we
program in this system. This solution is very comfortable.

Blinds combined
with window

Blinds to built-up

External blinds

PONZIO NT52
System description:
The system with thermal insulation is
assigned for accomplishing outside
building elements rated to the RMG 2.1
material group. There are plenty of
solutions for the window and door
construction. The application of 16 mm
thermal distance piece ensure correct
dehydration. The widht of frames and
sashes is 52 – 60 mm.

PONZIO NT60PE
System description:
The three chamber window aluminium
system with the structure analogous to NT
60PT system and posses hardware
groove. Design of new profiles with groove
allows aplication of variety of hardwares
and facilitate their assembling. There are
possibilities of using hardware for
trapezium windows, arch windows, circular,
lift - rotable, lift – slidable and antiburglar
windows. The width of sashes is 60 – 68
mm, and frames is 60 mm.

PONZIO NT WOOD
System description:
The aluminium - wood system with thermal
insulation destined for accomplishing external
building elements. Thanks to thermal insulating
power profiles are rated to RMG 2.1 material
group. The width of frame and sash is 62 - 85
mm. The distance pieces are straight and with
omega shape with width 16 mm. The system
joins the advantages of aluminium and wood,
making structure resistant and good looking.
Ready goods have exclusive character that
satisfy the most demanding customers.

PONZIO SLIDING 600
System description:
The system is asigned for accomplishing
internal and external building elements
without thermal insulation. The basic use
of the system are variety of sliding door
and window structures. The width of frame
and sash is 31 - 96 mm. The double and
triple track frames are in the offer thanks to
that the constructions with more sashes
can be in one frame.

Variety
In colours, shapes and technology
VEKA and GEALAN profiles section systems provide house
and apartment owners with unlimited creativity in regard to
design. In addition to convincing functionality, they have the
great advantage that virtually every window shape can be
constructed. The renovation and modernisation of old buildings
can be realised without any problems. Even the strict
regulations that apply to buildings of special historical or
architectural interest are no problem because plastic windows
can be manufactured in virtually all shapes, sizes and colours
and can be opened and closed by any desired means.

